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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAMME OF SUPPORT TO THE
AFRICAN UNION

1. I am enclosing the report of the mission that was undertaken to assist the
African Union in the development of some of their institutions for peace and

"security within the framework of the Programme of Support to the African Union.

2. Following the approval of funding from the Trust Fund for Preventive
Action, a team of UN officials and consultants worked closely with the African
Union to implement the programme. TheJlrst phase in the implementation of this
project commenced with the dispatch to Addis Ababa, from 8 to 14 March,2003,
of a small team of UN officials and a consultant.

2. The officials worked in two groups. One group focused on the updating
and fmalisation of the draft Rules of Procedure for the proposed Peace and
Security Council of the African Union as well as the design of the structure of the
Secretariat that would service the Council. Another group worked on the design
of the new structure of the proposed Directorate of Peace and Security, as well as
on plans for the establishment of an African Standby Arrangement for
Peacekeeping operations.

3. The UN team met Mr. Amara Essy, who expressed some anxi.ety_at the
financial "iinplTcations of'the new structure that is being developed. Mr. Essy told
the UN delegation that the initial submission_reflected a potential increase, in staff
salaries akme~froin about $25 million to $66 million dollars (without programme
costs). He said that the Committee that is considering the new structures was
alarmed at this significant increase ahdTiadlnstructed that it be scaled down. The
Committee was also informed of the planned input by the UN and had agreed to
await this input, especially to the proposed structure of the Directorates of Peace
and Security and Political Affairs before giving its final approval. Our AU
partners underscored the importance they place on the UN's experience and input.

4. The UN team concluded work on the preparation of the draft rules of
Procedure of the proposed Peace and Security Council as well as on the structure
of the Directorate of Peace and Security. A brainstorming session of government
experts of the AU is planned to review and'aHiopTfHe draft rules of procedure that

lias been proposed by the UN team.

5. The next steps include UN support in the develo
and procedures for the provision of electoral support an

)ment of an AU framework
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establishment of an AU Trust Fund for this purpose. Two UN consultants with 1
extensive expertise on these issues are currently assisting the AU at a meeting of '
African electoral expertise that is taking place in Pretoria, South Africa, and they
will be working with the AU in Addis Ababa to conclude the AU's manual on this
matter.

6. Another team of UN officials^nd^anojh^rJ^nsultant,jC^ffajJ[im Ford,
your immediate past military adviser, are^iirjrently wg^jkingjn Addis to develop
the framework for an Aj^aj^Sjtaridby Arrangement. This will be^extensively

"'di^u^seHrincluding at a meeting that the i AI^lansJtg_hoid with the African sub-
Tegiorial organizations from 1.4 to 16 April 2_003. We plan to dispatch a strong UN
"team", includirigfthe current Deputy TVIilitary Adviser, General Martin Agwai, to
"this meeting ajrwell as to the meeting of the African Chiefs of Staff that is
proposed from 15 to 16 May 2563. These discussions on the Standby Arrangemem
have potential implications for African engagement in the UN Standby
Arrangement. We are of the view that this discussion could be capitalized upon to
streamline the UN Standby Arrangements with the African Standby Arrangement,
both at the regional and at the sub-regional levels.

7. InsunijjyjLh^av^^ sjtart to the programme but will need to
ensure effective follow-up and\ayoi_dumeaTisH^
to keep" you friformed of progress.

Kieran Prendergast
2 April 2003

cc: Mr. Guehenno
Mr. Kalomoh



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME OF SUPPORT AND ASSI
TO THE AFRICAN UNION
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Mission Report on the development of the Peace and Security Directorate of the African
Union

Introduction:

1. Following the approval of the programme of the United Nations Programme of Support
and Assistance to the African Union, the first mission visited Addis Ababa from 8 to 14 March
2003 to work with the counterparts at the African Union on specific aspects of the programme of
support. Two teams worked on the implementation of three aspects of the project:

(1) one team focused on the updating and finalisation of the Draft Rules of Procedure
for the proposed Peace and Security Council of the African Union as well as the
design of the structure of the Secretariat that would service the Council - this task
was undertaken by a Senior Political Affairs Officer in the Security Council Affairs
Division of the United Nations, and a Consultant recruited by the United Nations,
who was a former Director in the Department of Political Affairs and with extensive
experience in the workings of the Security Council;

(2) another team worked on the design of the new structure of the proposed
Directorate of Peace and Security as well as on plans for the establishment of an
African Standby Arrangement for Peacekeeping operations. [The list of UN and
OAU participants is
attached.]

2. The members of the UN team were received by the Chairperson of the African Union,
Mr. Amara Essy, who reiterated the importance of the transition process from the OAU to the
AU, and underlined the value that his organization placed on the input to this process by the
United Nations. Mr. Essy told the UN delegation that the initial submission to the AU
Committee that is considering the structures of the new African Union reflected an increase in
staff salaries alone from about $25 million to $66 million dollars. He said that the Committee
was very much alarmed at this significant increase and had instructed that the proposed structure
of the AU should be reviewed and scaled down. The Committee on Structures was also
informed of the planned input by the UN to the design of certain aspects of the AU structure. In
a subsequent plenary meeting with the Directorate of Peace and Security, the UN team was
informed by its Director, Mr. Sam Ibok that the Committee on Structures had agreed to await the
input of the UN team to the proposed new structure of the Directorates of Peace and Security and
Political Affairs before giving its final approval to the proposed plans. Our AU partners
underscored the importance they place on the UN's experience and input. The following
represent the report of the deliberation of the two teams in the course of the following five days:



Report of the Team on Draft Rules of Procedure

The team undertook a close revision of the Draft Rules of Procedure prepared earlier by aligning
them precisely with the revised versions of the pertinent instruments of the African Union,
particularly the Protocol establishing the Peace and Security Council. This Protocol was adopted
by the 1st ordinary session of the Assembly of the African Union and is now only awaiting the
requisite ratification quorum before coming into force. In the circumstances, we were obliged to
base our recommendations on the stipulations in the instruments concerned, even if it meant
abandoning commonly accepted principles and constitutionally organized bodies.

4. On the Structure and Working Methods of the Secretariat of the Peace and Security
Council, we prepared a basic document detailing our recommendations on how these aspects can
be formulated and maintained as a source of reference for ensuring effective conduct of the
Council's business. Like the rules of procedure, however, this basic document is not to be taken
as sacrosanct or omnificent; it is bound to be modified as unforeseen situations occur or changes
in the existing format become necessary - but always geared towards promoting efficiency and
effectiveness of the Council's work.

5. In the course of our intensive interaction during the exercise, we were mindful of the
unique structure of the African Union, as conceived by the African leaders. While, therefore we
benefited from the established practices of the United Nations organs, as applicable, and from
our personal familiarity therewith of considerable duration, we were careful to ensure that our
recommendations resonated as closely as possible with the unique objectives and circumstances
of the African Union.

6. On Friday, 14 March 2003, we finalized the two documents mentioned above and
submitted them to Amb. Sam Ibok, the Director of the Peace and Security Directorate
responsible for matters relating to the Peace and Security Council. Copies of the documents
were made available to Amb. Said Djinnit, Interim Commissioner of the Peace and Security
Directorate, to Mr. Mamadou Kane, Head of the United Nations Liaison Office to the African
Union, and to Ms. Margaret Vogt, Special Assistant to the Assistant Secretary-General for
Political Affairs in the United Nations Department of Political Affairs.

7. Before the end of business on the same day, we made oral presentations at a wrap-up
session attended by Amb. Sam Ibok and other members of his African Union team, highlighting,
reinforcing the principle provisions contained in the two documents. Mr. Kane and Ms. Vogt,
Mr. Tom Hojbjerg and Mr. Anthony Craig both of DPKO participated in the meeting. In the
course of our presentations we alluded in particular to the difficulties that are almost certainly
likely to be encountered in forging a set of credible, effective and flexible rules of procedure for
the benefit of the Peace and Security Council. We undertook to indicate some of those
difficulties in a separate note to be addressed to Amb. Ibok for the benefit of those in the Central
Organ who will be making a final review of these and other contributions being made under the
United Nations support programme for the African Union. [A copy of the note submitted to
Amb. Ibok as promised is attached.]



8. Amb. Ibok indicated that all these issues would be scrutinized fully in a brainstorming
session by officials of the Central Organ and their experts for their finalization in good time for
submission to the Assembly before their next ordinary session in Maputo, Mozambique, this
July. We indicated our readiness to explain, clarify and justify the proposals in our documents to
the members of the Central Organ, and he proposed to communicate to Ms. Vogt the precise
dates and arrangements for the session as soon as they were known.

9. On 17 March, we held a final round of discussions in New York with Amb. Saiid Djinnit,
who provided us with clarification of the political overtones necessary for the finalization of the
Draft Rules of Procedure. We thoroughly reviewed the Rules of Procedure and agreed on
changes thereto. The revised Draft Rules of Procedure together with a separate note on our
observations has been transmitted to the African Union headquarters. Mr. Djinnit promised to
review the paper on the structure and working methods of the Peace and Security Council
Secretariat and urged us to be present at the forthcoming brain storming session and during the
Summit of the African Union at Maputo [in July 2003].

10. Concluding Observations. We formed the impression that senior officials of the Peace
and Security Directorate were rather uneasy about some of our recommendations on account of
the costs to be incurred and the burden to be carried, particularly in view of the limited number
of personnel they expect to allocate to the Secretariat of the Peace and Security Council. We
maintained that our proposals were the barest minimum required to ensure the proper servicing
and performance of the Peace and Security Council to meet the stipulations in the relevant
Instruments of the Union.

11. We appreciated the opportunity accorded to us of paying courtesy calls, separately, on the
Interim Chairperson of the Commission of the African Union, Amara Essy, and the Executive
Secretary of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, Mr. K. Amoako. Both of
them had some views of concern on the progress towards the complete evolution of the African
Union instruments. It was noted, for instance, that, as at the end of last week, only one Member
State, out of the requisite one half of the total membership of the Union, had ratified the Protocol
establishing the Peace and Security Council. It can only be hoped that the rest of the required
quorum would have done so in time for the Assembly summit in July.

12. Finally, we wish to put on record our gratitude for the enabling facilities accorded to us
by the officials of the Peace and Security Directorate, and for the arrangements and continuous
support by the officials of the United Nations Liaison Office. The contribution of our colleague,
Mr. Nzerem is also highly appreciated.

Report of the Team on the Structure of the Peace and Security Directorate

Proposed organization of the Peace and Security Directorate

13. The second team reviewing the proposed structure of the Peace and Security Directorate
continued the review of the structure that was first presented when the first UN team visited the
AU headquarters in November 2002. At that time, the UN team had cautioned against the
construction of a bloated bureaucracy that would be difficult to fund, the creation of units that
would operate in silos, rather than be integrated, advised that the AU maximize coordination and
consultation through the use of Task Force arrangements and other coordination mechanisms.



We had forwarded to them, even before we returned to Addis Ababa, an alternative
organizational structure for their consideration. After extensive discussion, during which we
succeeded in persuading the AU to mainstream the capacity for the conduct of early-warning
analysis throughout the entire organization, with the responsibility for the analysis of early-
warning information and the proposal of policy options vested with the end-users, who would be
the regional desk officers, we were able to evolve a revised organization for the Peace and
Security Directorate (PSD), which should provide adequate capacity for the organization to
undertake the analysis of conflict and the deployment of the capability for prevention,
management and the deployment of small political and military observer missions. This capacity
can then be gradually increased as the need and resources would dictate.

14. The new structure proposes the division of the PSD into three divisions: Conflict
Management Division (CMD), Peace and Security Council Secretariat and Peace Support
Operations Division (PSOD). The CMD would consist of three units headed by Sr. Political
Officers. Two units would cover assigned regional desks, while the third unit would coordinate
early warning within the CMD and facilitate the continent-wide early warning system. [The
proposed organigram is attached].

15. The PSOD would consist of two operational units, including a Stand-By Forces Unit, and
a Mission Support Unit with administrative, communications and logistics personnel. In order to
maintain the necessary level of continuity and cooperation with AU member states, it was
proposed that the Head of the Peace Support Operations Division also function as the Secretary
to the Military Staff Committee. It was also proposed to strengthen the Peace and Security
Council Secretariat as shown in the revised organigram.

16. The Situation Room would report directly to the Director of PSD in order to ensure that
information processed through the Situation Room is brought to the immediate attention of
senior decision makers and the regional units for their analyses and assessment and that the
facilities of the Situation Room is made available to the entire population. A Strategic Security
Issues Unit, headed by a Sr. Political Officer, would be monitoring and assessing disarmament
and security (terrorism) issues. The Project Management Team (PMT), which in fact is the PSD
Executive Office, would be headed by a Team Leader and include key administrative staff. The
AU was reluctant to use the nomenclature "Executive Office" for fear that the administration will
miss-understand the objectives of such an office and would, therefore oppose it.

Continent-wide Early Warning and Early Warning Focal Points

17. We proposed that the Sr. Political Officer for early warning should be the facilitator of
the continent-wide early warning system in close cooperation with the Political [desk] Officers in
the regional units in CMD. The Situation Room would facilitate communication and the flow of
information with regional organizations and designated focal points; however, it is important to
emphasize that the Situation Room is not equipped to analyse information with regard to early
warning, and there is now agreement that this will not be the objective in the future development
of the Situation Room. The main tasks of the Situation Room remain monitoring, information
gathering and reporting and point-of-contact service.



18. With regard to early warning, it is essential to underline that "early warning" as such
cannot be separated from the process of analysing political/military/humanitarian developments,
as mentioned above, there is now agreement on the need to maintain the integrity of the analysis
and use of early-warning information. However, the AU strongly emphasized the need to reflect
early warning within the PSD structure by maintaining a separate early warning unit/office,
given the emphasis that was given to this in the Protocol on Peace and Security. As indicated
above, the best use of such a unit would be in connection with coordination/facilitation the
continent-wide early warning system. [Please see attached a paper that the team prepared for the
AU on the operating assumptions, as well as on the concept of an Integrated Mission Task Force
and other Task Forces, based on the UN experience]. The UN team had proposed the adoption
of a coordinating arrangement, similar to the UN Executive Committees, especially on Peace and
Security, but was told that a senior level coordinating mechanism had been tried in the past and
did not work. The Interim Commissioner for Peace and Security preferred lower-level
coordinating task forces.

Situation Room

19. A DPKO representative visited OAU headquarters in February 2002 to evaluate the
structure and functions of the Situation Room. At this stage, one year later, several proposed
initiatives have been implemented, or are in the process of being implemented. A plan for a two-
phased enhancement programme was proposed to the OAU. The first phase - focussing on
improving monitoring capabilities and increasing staff- has more or less been successfully
completed. New equipment has been acquired and access to AU-tailored on-line information
sources has been secured. In addition, two Situation Room assistants (local staff) have been
recruited. This will enable the Situation Room to operate on a 24/7-basis as suggested by
DPKO.

20. At this point, phase two should be initiated. During that phase, focus should be on the
establishment of a V-SAT satellite link. That would benefit all of AU headquarters and facilitate
more smooth communications between AU headquarters (Situation Room) and field offices and
special envoys. Furthermore, enhanced equipment for teleconferencing and later
videoconferencing should be acquired with a view to further strengthen communications
facilities, including specifically the continent-wide early warning focal points (ECOWAS,
SADC, IGAD, etc.).

21. With the AU actively discussing Stand-By Force Arrangements, it is important that AU
headquarters has all the necessary communications facilities to direct [small scale] observer
missions, and later peacekeeping operations. By further enhancing the Situation Room, the AU
would create an "information and communications hub" that would allow the organization to be
more operational.

22. The Team met with Ambassador Djinnit, Ambassador Ibok and other AU staff on 13 and
14 May. Discussions centered on finalizing the Terms of Reference for consultants regarding the
issues of the Africa Standby Force and the Military Staff Committee. The TOR clearly indicates
a starting assumption concerning the level of AU Secretariat capacity that will be available to
manage peace operations initially limited to small observer missions. In addition a revised
timeline was issued as follows:



(a) 31 March 2003- Consultants arrive AU HQ.
(b) By 14 April 2003- First draft completed.
(c) 14-16 April 2003- Meeting in Addis to gain inputs by African Sub-Regional

Organizations and others including donors.
(d) By 21 April 2003- Consultants' Report submitted to AU
(e) By 28 April 2003- Consultants' Report forwarded to AU Member States and

Sub Regional Organizations
(f) 12-14 May 2003- Consideration of Consultants' Report at Meeting of

Governmental Experts and, as observers, other interested
parties. (Addis)

(g) 15-16 May 2003- Consideration of Consultants' Report and Comments from
Meeting of Governmental Experts at Third Meeting of
African Chiefs of Defense Staff (Addis)

(h) 27-28 May 2003- Consideration of Recommendations of the Third Meeting
of African Chiefs of Defense Staff by Executive Council
of African Union Ministers of Foreign Affairs

[A copy of the Terms of Reference is attached.]

In addition to the above timeline, by 28 March, Mr. Craig from Military Division DPKO
will provide an initial draft of a document for discussion by the consultants in Addis
Ababa.

23. The UN has programmed funding for two consultants and travel for various staff
throughout this project. The African Union will fund two officers and Germany has offered to
fund another consultant. We propose to utilize the services of Major General (Rtd) Tim Ford to
head the team of consultants and to present the report at various stages. Funding for the second
UN consultant will be used for a follow-up on efforts to draft detailed standing operating
procedures, an African Standby Force System Handbook and other doctrine once Ministers have
approved the concept. In addition to the services of Mr. Craig, a short term critical issue is
gaining the services of an appropriate logistics officer to cover a number of issues related to
sustainability and logistics stocks. This should be provided by OMS.

24. The understanding reached is that the UN will have in place an arrangement to augment
AU capacity for the planning of peace operations requiring the deployment of larger contingents
by dispatching a UN planning unit to the AU for a limited period of time.

25. In a final session with the Directorate of Peace and Security and later with Mr. Djinnit,
the deadline for the deployment of UN Consultants for the finalization of AU Standby
Arrangements was again underlined. Also emphasized is the importance of the full involvement
of the United Nations in the discussions on the African Standby Arrangement, especially by the
AU and the Sub-regional Organizations, and in the discussion of this issue as well as of
proposals of the African Defense Policy by the African Chiefs of Defense Staff. These
discussions will inform the African position on the elements of a common African Defense
Policy and of the sharing of responsibilities with the sub-regional organizations. The AU has
requested the full involvement of both DPKO and DPA in these discussions.



26. The UN delegation paid a courtesy call on Mr. Amoako, the Executive Director of the
Economic Commission for Africa to brief him on the UN support to the African Union.
Following our update on our discussion with the African Union, he commended the decision of
the Secretary-General to assist the African Union, but cautioned that the AU should be
encouraged to inject a certain level of realism into their plans for the implementation of the new
Union. He feared that if all the organs that are called for in the Constitutive Act of the AU and
all the other protocols, including the Peace and Security Protocol are implemented as proposed, it
would tremendously increase the financial requirements of the AU. For an organization that had
tremendous problems funding the more modest budget of the OAU, funding for the African
Union may prove a great deal more challenging. As we mentioned above, Mr. Amara Essy, the
Chair of the African Union, had earlier expressed the same concerns to us.




